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Quali�ed Experts

In colaboration with

Lets begin your journey to your new health!

Welcome!

Lets Begin!

Lets Begin!

Feature 
Tutorial 01

Feature 
Tutorial 02

Feature 
Tutorial 03

Feature 
Tutorial 04

Returning users login

Add Quote

local and health related



Hello!

What’s your �rst name?

Hi _____! To personalize your updates. 
I’ll need to know a little bit about you.

What’s your gender?

What’s your Zip Code?

Now we are going to ask you 
some questions about your skin...

Click on the areas of your face that you experience acne

Get 
Started

Continue 
as 

Anonymous

I

Do you su�er from acne on your face?

I

M F

Y N Next 
Question

I 
Don;t
Want

To
Answer

add explanaition and make
 circles the same size

Introduce graphics  at the beginning

explain why we are asking
 about the zipcode (microcopy)

directing you to local stuff

Explain what the regions of the face 
mean and how it relates back to the skin

explains how it relates back to the skin

BREAKOUT / ACNE

Experience



Do you break out during your peroid?

Now we are going to ask you about
you healthy habits and exercise!

How would you describe you activity Level?

How often do you workout during the week?

Which do you prefer?

I

Do you smoke?

Do you drink alcohol?

Y N Next 
Question

Y N Next 
Question

Y N Not
Applicable

Prefer not 
to answer

Sedentary Light Moderate Heavy

Cardio Resistance Outdoor Yoga

Doctor should come up 
when prompted with personal questions

ALL PICTURES SHOULD HAVE POSITIVE SLANT

HRs during the day  (possible)

technical explanaitions over the buttons when hovered



One more thing...
Have you ever have any dietary restrictions 

or allergies we should know about?

Gluten Dairy Nuts Animal
Products

Have more options with drop dwons or checkboxes



Description

FOOD

Excercise

Habit

LOGO

Overview:

# # # #

FOOD EXERCISE HABITS

FOOD OPTION 1

Areas to improve

LETS FIND IT!

Recipes

  A 

B

  C 

Seamless

Show More

Show More

Raw

PROGRESS TRACKER?

Save to a health profile 
(eamail prompt when saving)

Clearly show the heiarchy
list or percentage or chart

These badges can lead to other pages?

SUGGESTIONS

Ligfestyle

Ure fresh instead of Raw

Hover over the map and an option will appear

Order or prepare food



Description

LOGO

# # # #

FOOD EXERCISE HABITS

Recommended Exercize

Areas to improve

Gyms Near By

  A 

B

  C 

Video Tutorials

Show More

Other places to eercize in addition to gyms


